Boldly Ascending: Integrating our Draft Outcomes for Optimal Ascension

March 20 at 1PM, Alumni Lounges

- 1 PM: Welcome (President Jebb)
  - 3/20 Forum Overview (VP Williams-Goldstein)
- 1:10 PM: Purpose Statement Sharing (EOF, Contemporary Arts, ITS)
- 1:20 PM: Small Group Activity
  - Part I: Workshopping (20 Minutes)
    Alongside facilitators, small groups will share 1-2 unit draft outcomes with one another for input.
    - Checklist:
      - Does the outcome capture clearly what the unit is trying to accomplish?
      - What objective(s) does the outcome advance in Boldly Ascending?
      - What KPI(s) might the outcome help advance?
      - Is the outcome strategic, not operational?
      - Is the outcome measurable?
    - Considerations:
      - Was the outcome easily understood by members of the group?
      - Were any of the outcomes that were shared in your group seeking to advance the same objectives or KPIs?
      - How might other units/cores see themselves in helping to champion your outcome?
  - Part II: Optimizing (25 Minutes)
    Alongside facilitators, attendees will choose one of their draft outcomes and will be re-seated based on the Boldly Ascending objective to which the outcome is aligned.
    - Considerations:
      - Are there alignments or misalignments across outcomes?
      - Are there obstacles that may require remediation?
      - Are there opportunities to optimize complementary efforts?
  - Part III: Report Out (10 Minutes)
    - Were alignments discovered? Did learning occur?

- 2:15PM Closing/Next Steps